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THE NEW HAWKE® OPTICS NATURE-TREK 9-27x56 SPOTTING SCOPE  
PROVES GREAT THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES 

 

The New Ultra-Compact Spotting Scope is Perfect for Hunting Adventures Where Space  
and Weight Are Important 

 

Hawke® Optics, the world leader in high-quality sporting optics with outstanding performance in the field and at amazing value to 
consumers, breaks new barriers in spotting scope size, performance and cost with the new Nature Trek 9-27x56 spotter. It is the 
perfect scope to pack on a long, back-country adventure where space and weight are an issue.  
 
Spotting scopes are extremely useful for hunting. They allow you to study and assess game animals from a distance before it 
comes time to take the shot. Hunters are often faced with a choice, especially when it comes to hunting in the back country, 
between hauling in a bigger, heavier scope so they get the clarity they need, or spending a huge amount of money to get a 
compact, lightweight spotter. Clarity is critical for spotting scopes.  Without it, eye strain can affect your ability to see the fine 
details of your target. That’s where the new Nature Trek 9-27x56 spotting scope comes in. 
 
To handle the clarity aspect of the scope, Hawke uses fully multi-coated optics with a BAK-4 Porro Prism to give you better 
contrast and color transmission. This helps to cut down on your eye strain, since you can see the image clearly. The field of view 
is 234-108ft at 1000 yards. There is a dual-focus knob to let you truly fine tune the image you see. This spotter has close focus 
letting you see detail as close as 8.2 feet away. It is digi-scope compatible so you can use it as a zoom lens for your camera. 
 
The Nature Trek 9-27x56 spotting scope is extremely durable. It’s nitrogen purged and is water and fog proof. There is a stay-on 
lens cover, slide out sun shade and a twist-up eye cup. Hawke is confident in this scope’s durability to the point that it comes with 
Hawke’s No-Fault Lifetime Warranty. The point that will truly endear this spotting scope to hunters and outdoor adventurers is how 
compact the Nature Trek is. The scope weighs in at a scant 20.3 ounces, or just over a pound and it is only 7.6 inches long. The 
compact size means it will slide into a backpack, waist pack, glove box or even your pocket. It comes with lens covers and has an 
MRSP of only $219, making it the most economical, compact and clear choice for hunters looking for the ultimate compact 
spotting scope for this fall. 
 
For more information, visit to the Hawke Optics website. 
 

 

About Hawke 
#VISIONACCOMPLISHED. Hawke is a worldwide market leader at the forefront of optical performance with class-leading 
innovation and design offering a complete line of sport optics from rifle, crossbow, shotgun and air gun scopes to binoculars, 
spotting scopes and accessories. Accuracy, strength and precision; Hawke Optics blend iconic design, exceptional engineering 
and unrivalled craftsmanship to create an unforgettable viewing experience. As awareness of Hawke Sport Optics continues to 
grow, more customers are trusting Hawke as the unquestioned industry leader in optics.  Learn more at www.hawkeoptics.com. 
 

Follow the #Hawkelife lifestyle hub and connect with us on social media: 
 

 
 

    


